
A Plea for Justice & a Complaint of Unlawful Behavior 

 

 The Numerical Points placed throughout this narrative represent our primary complaints of the unlawful and 

unjust behavior we have experienced in our interactions with Sergeant Russell Alberts.  

Dear Sheriff Phillip Morgan,  

My name is Sean Morris and I am a pastor of a Church in Texas. I write to you to communicate my earnest fear and 

concern for the well-being of my friend, Catherine Grove (28 years old), and, as a compliant, to communicate the unjust 

behavior I experienced in the station over which you preside as supreme authority. My specific complaint is toward the 

behavior of Sergeant Russell Alberts yesterday morning (the Saturday of 4/4/15). I will soon explain the details of my 

complaint, but I need to explain what happened in our last conversation with Catherine Grove as a contextual 

background of the events that took place. I am delivering this to you in written form because I desire that my testimony 

to you would be documented for the sake of accountability. I have been treated unjustly by Police Officers in time past 

and, at the time, I had no proof or documentation to prove it. Also, seeing that it is unlawful to record Police Officers in 

a phone or personal conversation with them, if you decide not to investigate this claim of injustice which I am delivering 

to you, I will have no evidence that I actually delivered to you the things which I am about to write. I do believe that 

gross injustice has been committed and I am seeking and pleading for an honest, unbiased, and lawful examination of 

this humble plea that I am delivering to you. I do plan to call you and speak to you vocally, via the phone, but I am 

sending this letter to you as a safeguard – that the relevant issues of this matter of justice would be completely and 

thoroughly communicated and documented in full, if, perchance, higher authorities than yourself will get involved in the 

future. Despite all of this, I am in good hopes that you will do as you have sworn by oath as Sheriff of the Police Station 

in Madison County. Thank you, dear Sir, for your services and your employment in the cause of justice in America.  

My wife received a call from Catherine Grove on Friday evening (4/3/15) at 6:55 pm that lasted for 42 minutes. My wife 

and I live in Texas and I pastor a Church there which Catherine has been a part of for the past 2 years approximately. 

Our relationship with Catherine’s parents has been by no means normal. Despite many of their outrageous claims and 

unfounded accusations against The Church of Wells, we are in good standing with the local Police Department in Wells, 

and with every investigation that has been done because of Andy and Patty’s provocation, we have been proven 

innocent and guiltless of any lawbreaking (investigations via CPS, local Police, & FBI). During this phone conversation, 

Catherine expressed to us her fears and distress that she will never leave her parent’s house… even though she desires 

to. She requested that we would come and pick her up from her parent’s house, and we agreed to do it as soon as we 

could. Directly after the call we left Wells as soon as possible. Fearing for her safety we drove all through the night to get 

to your Police Station in Huntsville at around 5 am. Before I go on with what transpired, it is necessary to hear details of 

the conversation that transpired between Catherine and my wife, Preethi Morris, to justify our fears and our actions. 

Please suffer her to give a detailed explanation of what was discussed, before I move forward to express my specific 

complaints.  

The Phone Conversation between Preethi Morris and Catherine Grove, April 3rd 2015 

“She had previously called at 5am that same day from her cell phone (which still had reception at this time) as she was in 
the car with Mr. Grove a few hours from their home in Arkansas, but we were unable to speak at length because she 
expressed her inability to be open with me in her dad’s presence. We ended that conversation with her plan to call me 
back when she is alone. She expressed that she had been repenting and fearing God in a measure, trying to preach to her 
dad regarding his many lies which were apparent to her in that car ride. 

At 6:55pm I received a call from an unknown number from Arkansas (479-316-3421), later made known to be Andy 
Grove’s number. After I answered the phone, she began in great fear and distress to explain that she was in a terrible 
situation, and had a great problem. She explained initially that she was terrified that her parents would never allow her to 
leave and come back to us, but that they would hold her as a captive for life. She explained that when she entreated them 
that she desired to come back to us immediately, they were telling her to stay for a couple more weeks. She repeatedly 
told them that she desired to come back to us immediately, and they refused to agree. She indicated that one time she 
physically tried to leave and they prevented her in some frightful manner. She explained that she had been rebuking 
them for their sin and their evil ways, but that they had not been hearing her sincerely, and she was feeling that her 



pleadings with them were going nowhere. She told me that she did not want to spend the night there with her parents 
and asked me to pick her up. 

Though Catherine was focused much on her fear of being trapped with her parents forever, and I desired to console her 
in this, I was far more concerned with the state of her soul, seeing that there had been great sin the day she had left. In 
the past many weeks, I had seen her to be doing very well in her soul on many or most of the days. We had blessed 
times of prayers, praise, repentance, and supplication before the LORD together. Her primary struggles had been 
temptations of breaches in charity towards various sisters (1 Cor. 13:4-13), and temptations of feebleness of mind and 
sorrow regarding these temptations (2 Cor. 7:9-11). But I was seeing the LORD deliver her day by day from these sins of 
her flesh. I believe she fell into willful sin (in the sense of rashness of speech and behavior) on 3 different occasions in 
the past many weeks. All of them involved temptations against certain sisters, and though on these occasions she 
provoked the LORD by the unbridling of her tongue (James 1:26), the LORD gave her repentance before the end of 
that day (before she went to sleep for the night) through various brethren preaching to her. On all of these occasions, 
there had been a gap in time since I had preached to her and prayed with her for various reasons.  

Thus more than anything else, even more than her immediate safe return here, I desired to know if she had returned to 
the LORD with all her heart, and was thus under the salvific covering of the LORD Jesus Christ, with a heart of charity, 
meekness, and subjection to Christ, His elders, and His brethren within her soul. As I inquired about this I was very 
thankful to hear much brokenness over her sin, and a receiving of the current events as the LORD’s just chastisement 
for her sin. After briefly speaking to her about this, I was wondering in my mind if I or some other brethren could leave 
to Arkansas ASAP to go pick her up, but I was not certain, thus we both thought it best that I find Sean and ask him 
while she was yet on the phone. She noted that her phone had lost reception in the area and that she was using her dad’s 
phone while speaking to me in the car outside for privacy. 

I went to Sean and explained briefly to him Catherine’s situation and asked Catherine to speak. She expressed to Sean 
her distress and fear at her parents’ possessiveness and how they had prevented her from leaving. Sean told her that 
brethren would come there to pick her up and encouraged her to call 911 in the case of the threat of physical harm or if 
they would not let her leave. 

Thereafter Catherine tried to give me the address that we were to come to: 8746 Madison 3105, Huntsville, AR, but then 
said that she was not sure if the map would help us find this address and she told us instead to come to Huntsville. She 
tried initially to tell us how to come to her house explaining that there was a run-down gas station and post office on the 
same road. But then she said she would go inside the house and ask her parents to tell me over the phone how to come 
there. I was surprised that she was willing to have her parents know that she was speaking to me and that we were 
planning to pick her up, but thought she must understand the situation better than me, and agreed. 

As she went into the house, I was astonished at what I heard. Her phone perhaps was on speaker because I was able to 
hear much of her conversation with her parents. Her parents were speaking in raised voices with all manner of 
wickedness and anger (it seemed like they could very easily become violent). I heard Mr. Grove in rage say something 
like, “Why would you want the church of the devil to come here?!” and Mrs. Grove taunted repeatedly something like, 
“Why did you call 911 and come here then?!” to which Catherine softly answered, “It was because of sin mom”. 
Catherine’s responses to her parents’ rage were subdued and soft; it was as though she was downtrodden and oppressed 
by them. 

She eventually told me that they were not going to give me directions but that she would try to find out and call me 
back. She then asked if I wanted to speak to her parents to try to reason with them since she had been unsuccessful, to 
which I responded that I would like to finish speaking to her before that in case they did not give their phone back to 
her. She understood and I began to tell her how the LORD had put Psalm 51 on my heart for her. I read the chapter 
and was preaching to her about genuine repentance and how her sin was to be regarded as having been done against the 
LORD even more than that it was against the brethren. I explained how the distress of her present circumstance of 
being trapped with her parents was the “breaking of the bone” under the hand of God’s chastisement. I assured her with 
many words that if her repentance be wholehearted, the LORD would surely deliver her. I entreated her to love her 
parents and to entreat them in love with the Spirit of Christ, to have compassion on them because they are in darkness 
and have not been enlightened to the salvation of Christ as she had. I also explained how the LORD can turn the 



situation entirely around because she is repenting by making her a faithful witness to her parents and those she speaks 
to. Many other such like things I was preaching to her while she was affirming it, and weeping profusely over the phone. 
Her weeping was of great intensity, and I felt that surely the LORD had been purging her soul. She explained, “Thank 
you so much sister” as I heard a trembling of speech because of her many tears and great brokenness. I expressed the 
love of the brethren to her, that we had been crying out to God for her, and that I had difficulty sleeping or eating since 
she had left. I told her that we would be on our way soon and that God would help us find her. I encouraged her to try 
to find a place where her phone had reception and she began to do that as I left her. At the end, she expressed much 
love for me, and I did for her, and that was the end of the conversation.” – Preethi Morris  

The Requested Welfare Check & Subsequent Events  

On the basis of our last conversation with Catherine, seeing that she was distressed that she would never escape her 

parents’ custody (even though she is an adult American citizen), seeing that she tried to leave and they would not let her 

(which is illegal behavior on their part), seeing that her personal cell phone had no reception whereby she could call for 

help in any regard, and seeing that my wife’s phone appeared to be blocked by Andy’s personal cell phone, we assumed 

that things were not getting better for Catherine but worse. Because of this, I did not think it to be wise to go to Andy’s 

property to pick up Catherine (as we had agreed upon with Catherine at her request, to pick her up at the address she 

had given us) lest Andy take an occasion to shoot me or harm me for coming on his property. Instead, I went to the 

Police Station first thing when I got into Huntsville (this is not the behavior of someone who has come to town to 

commit a crime!).  

After arriving at the police station (at around 5 am, 4/4/15) I requested a welfare check on Catherine after I had 

explained what was going on according to Catherine’s report. The personnel behind the window were kindly and 

professionally taking down my information and listening to what I had to say, and they affirmed me that they would do a 

welfare check as soon as they are able to, and they would get back to me via phone. They said that there would be a 

delay in doing a welfare check because of other calls that they were getting that morning which were taking precedence, 

but they affirmed that they would do it and get back to me. I told them I would stay put and await their call, and I left.  

Seeing that I had driven all night to get there (because we embarked upon our drive ASAP after our conversation with 

Catherine wherein she requested to be picked up), I resolved to get some sleep in hopes that I would be woken up by a 

call from the police concerning the welfare check that was done. I awoke around 8:30 am. After about 4 hours had 

passed, there was still no call from the police to communicate the results of the welfare check, that Catherine is indeed 

well and not being held against her will. I was concerned… so I decided to go back to the Police Station to ask what was 

going on.  

1) The Police personnel did not follow through with what they said they would do. I did not receive a call even 

after 4 hours had passed. A welfare check was requested and received, and I was affirmed that they would 

indeed do it and get back to me via phone… and from 5 am to 9 am there was no call.  

When I got to the Police Station, the personnel behind the window had changed to another shift. Thus, after I explained 

that I came in that morning and requested a welfare check, someone got on the phone and notified me that someone 

was coming to talk with me. After waiting for around 5 minutes, Sergeant Russell Alberts walked in the door.  

Officer Alberts greeted me and then proceeded to warn me that if I stepped foot on Andy’s property I would be arrested 

for trespassing, and if I stayed in town looking for Catherine, tried to contact Catherine, and anything of that sort, I 

would be guilty or liable of stalking. He might have said that there was a restraining order put against me as well. Officer 

Alberts said these things with a stern countenance, a bold and authoritative tone, and he proceeded to tell me how “my 

group” and I have threatened the Groves and they are terrified for their safety. I was shocked to hear everything that 

Officer Alberts was saying! I waited patiently until my first chance to speak, at which I asked Officer Alberts, “Can I ask 

you a question?” Alberts said, “Yes, of course.” I said, “Are you aware that Catherine told me to come here and pick her 

up?” He looked startled by this in some measure and affirmed that he did not know that.  

2) Apparently what I communicated earlier to the Police Station personnel at around 5 am was not communicated 

to Alberts, nevertheless Alberts was issuing law-orders and enforcing the law against me without a proper 

warrant. I was by no means treated as one who is innocent until proven guilty, nor was I given respect 

concerning my religious beliefs and rights according to the law.  



I realized that Alberts did not even know the reason for my request for a welfare check. Alberts was of an angry and 

sharp tone and behavior almost the entire time. He was quivering and stern with his words, and was by no means of 

good composure to listen to what we had to say with a fair hearing. We proceeded to speak what happened with 

Catherine and why we came to Arkansas, but we were scarcely able to get out the facts of what happened on our end. 

Alberts was frequently railing on us that I and “my group” have basically destroyed Catherine’s life, and she never wants 

to see us or talk to us again. He said, “She is trying to get her life back together.” This statement is very relative. I don’t 

believe that Alberts and I would agree on what “life” is, but it was evident that Alberts was in agreement with what Andy 

and Patty believe “life” to be. I asked Alberts repeatedly if he had done the welfare check and had spoken to Catherine 

in person, one-on-one. He gave many vague answers which would affirm in some respect that he had spoken to 

Catherine, but it was continually unclear WHEN he did that, in WHAT MANNER, for WHAT PURPOSE, so as to 

give us any peace of mind that Catherine had been given the chance to be escorted out of her parents’ house if that is 

what she wanted! Nor did Alberts even believe that Catherine had called us and told us the things that she said.  

Alberts went on to say that I threatened the Grove’s lives and safety, and that they are terrified for their lives. I strongly 

and adamantly told Alberts that I did not threaten the Groves, that I have never threatened the Groves, and that I don’t 

know what he is talking about. He made a general clarification to correct what he had originally said, saying, “Well, I 

don’t know who it was, and if I knew it was you then you would be in jail right now.”  

3) Alberts was prejudice against us. Alberts behaved unjustly and prejudicially against my wife and I the entire 

time. It was clear he had received the un-proven and unfounded accusations of the Andy and Patty Grove 

against my wife and I, and that he was determined to stand on what he had already done.  

The entire basis by which Alberts issued a trespass order and a restraining order was at the report that I had threatened 

Andy and Patty, but I had not threatened them or even spoken to them! The entire basis in which he was, basically, 

telling me to get out of town or else I will be arrested for stalking, was, yet again, because he received the witness of 

Andy and Patty as credible but he was not giving due process of law and fairness to hear out my witness of what had 

happened.  

4) Alberts was not making his decisions based upon BOTH witnesses from BOTH sides, but he received Andy 

and Patty’s witness as credible and despised ours. He was obviously set against us from the very beginning of 

our interaction with him.  

After insisting (over and over again) on more details of HOW, WHEN, and in WHAT manner Alberts spoke to 

Catherine, insisting that we have a legitimate cause to be concerned she is being held against her will, Alberts admitted 

that the last time he had spoken to the Groves was at 1:19 am via the phone (but Alberts did not admit that he had 

actually spoken to Catherine at this time). Alberts affirmed that he deemed this conversation via phone at 1:19 am as a 

legitimate welfare check, BUT I had requested a welfare check at 5 am! I then began to ask Alberts about the law 

because, according to my understanding, when someone asks for a welfare check by the Police, the officers are obliged 

by law to visit that person face-to-face and make sure they are well. Alberts denied that this was necessary and affirmed 

that his actions were sufficient.  

5) Our witness was not received and thus a welfare check was not accomplished.  

In the midst of all these matters being discussed, Alberts was not coherent with his thinking and processing, and he was 

evidently angry with us. In the midst of Alberts’ reasoning he eventually told us what Catherine said to Alberts as the 

reason why she had called us the prior day (Alberts spoke these details because we were continuously affirming that 

Catherine had indeed called us and told us to come and pick her up, and that she sounded in great distress). Alberts said 

that Catherine told him, something like, “The reason I called them [my wife] was because I was afraid for the lives of my 

parents”. Alberts was using this statement of Catherine to argue that we were threatening the lives of her parents and 

that they are terrified because of it, and therefore because I have put them in fear, I am breaking the law.  

6) Alberts was accusing us of doing this even though I have not spoken to the Andy and Patty in nearly two years, 

and my wife has NEVER spoken to them other than a greeting over the phone when Catherine called her 

parents to speak to them a few months ago.  



I asked Alberts what Catherine meant by, “I was afraid for the lives of my parents”. I had already affirmed that I have 

never threatened them nor have I even spoken to Andy and Patty for nearly 2 years. Alberts’ response was that he put 

“two and two together”. By that Alberts meant, Catherine did not say that WE (my wife and I) had threatened the lives 

of Andy and Patty, but, in fact, Catherine said that she was afraid for her parents because of GOD. Catherine said she 

was afraid for her parents because of GOD, not because of my wife and I or The Church of Wells. Alberts said that he 

made the assumption that Catherine’s fear for her parent’s lives because of GOD was – in actually - a fear that my wife 

and I would physically harm or maybe kill Andy and Patty. This assumption is unjust! I argued with Alberts that this 

assumption was unjust and unfair, that it is unfounded and illegal to prosecute us in any form of law by this assumption. 

I argued that Catherine’s words need to be clarified in what SHE MEANT by them, not what can be potentially 

assumed so as to frame mischief by law and fulfill a personal agenda which violates religious freedom in America. I 

argued that it is a very different circumstance if Catherine had a “spiritual fear” or a “physical fear” for the lives of her 

parents. Shockingly, Alberts went on to argue that if there is “fear” of any kind, whether spiritual or physical, I am 

breaking the law by putting them in fear. Alberts’ behavior was in frustration and anger almost the entire time.  

7) Being inflamed by prejudice against my wife and I, Alberts made an unlawful assumption to forbid our 

interaction with Catherine “by law” (by his unlawful enforcement of the law).  

I reasoned with Alberts, saying, “Do you know how many times God threatens the lives of people in the Bible?” And, 

“Do you know that the Bible commands people to fear God?” Alberts abruptly and unreasonably responded, by saying, 

“Don’t talk religion with me.” I told him that I am not trying to evangelize him but these issues are relevant to what he is 

accusing me of and what he is saying is illegal. Alberts was saying that when people are put in ANY KIND OF FEAR, 

that it is against the law. I told Alberts that I have studied the law that pertains to threatening people in College at Baylor 

University, and that it specifically forbids the actions or words of a person that communicates to another individual that 

they are going to cause their persons physical harm – a “physical fear”. Alberts went on to incoherently condemn and 

make illegal hundreds of texts in scripture wherein God threatens people and teaches all mankind that they should fear 

the LORD. Alberts did this by affirming that there is no clarification in the law whether the fear is spiritual or physical, it 

just says fear (affirming that he read over the law that morning).  

8) Alberts was making illegal the teachings of inspired scripture in the Holy Bible, and he was prosecuting my 

behavior as illegal even though it was biblical and lawful – according to God’s Law and American law.  

Alberts eventually began to instruct us that if Catherine calls us again, that we should just call him and he will take care 

of it. I reasoned with Alberts, saying, “Why would I do that?” I was desiring to know the consequences of not calling 

Alberts in that situation, so I asked him, “What if I don’t?” I asked him, “Why would I call you if I cannot trust you that 

you are going to uphold the law?” I told him that I did not agree with him that Catherine has “mental” problems and 

“mind problems” (Alberts had intermittently said this earlier in our conversation). Alberts then began to apologize for 

saying that Catherine had “mind problems”, saying that he should not have said that because he is not a psychologist, 

but Alberts was, nevertheless, operating under this presumption and unlawfully persecuting us.  

9) Alberts was operating under the bias that Catherine has mental problems and that we (The Church of Wells) 

caused this to happen to her. This accusation did, no doubt, come from Andy and Patty, as I have heard them 

insinuate things of this nature in the past.  

Eventually my wife spoke to Alberts to argue the point that he was not even listening to us or giving weight to all the 

evidence of the situation. Along the line of exposing the error of Alberts, my wife said, “the Lord is going to hold you 

accountable”, and as soon as she said that phrase Alberts erupted by affirming that my wife had threatened him “by his 

god”, and because we have threatened him the conversation is over - at this point Alberts opened the exit door and 

directed us to leave the building immediately. My wife and I looked at him astonished, and I said, “That was not a 

threat.” Alberts said, “Yes it is.” I tried to reason with him that my wife did not threaten him, but Alberts would not 

yield. He eventually and rashly said, “I am going to ask you one more time to leave, and then I am going to ask you 

physically (his arm was still holding open the door for us to walk out of the building).” Upon hearing that he was going 

to physically force us to leave the building, I looked at my wife and said, “Let’s go”, and we left. That was the conclusion 

of our interaction with Sergeant Alberts.  



After all this time now, I still do not know the state of Catherine Grove. Alberts had not spoken to her since 1:19 am (if 

he even spoke to her at that time which was not clear) and I requested a welfare check at 5 am. I still don’t know if 

Catherine has been asked if she is afraid that she will never escape a forced confinement at her parent’s house. I still 

don’t know if Catherine has been asked if she wants to call us so we can come and pick her up. Safe escort should be 

offered to her if she wants to leave, like she told us that she wanted to leave on the phone. When and if Alberts spoke to 

Catherine before or at 1:19 am, it he was in the same bias and prejudice that he spoke to us, I am certain that Catherine 

would have been perceptive of his behavior and unlawfully pressured by it. She is very perceptive and sensitive, and can 

be easily coerced by a daunting personality like Alberts. In such a case, she would not be communicative and open to 

what she is really feeling and thinking. She will have a “give-up” mentality that Alberts and her parents are not going to 

understand what she is saying or have the patience to try, and she will not take the opportunity to speak her mind. She is 

not a good communicator or a quick-thinker, and she needs proper condescension by someone who respects religious 

liberty for American citizens. Catherine is a 28 year old American citizen, and she deserves this God-given and 

inalienable right of life, liberty, and freedom of religion. Alberts has not demonstrated the obligatory respect which is 

due to his office, to defend the law as it pertains to religious freedom for Catherine Grove, even though he despises our 

religion because of things that he has heard, read, and personally believed.  

Dear Sheriff, I plead for justice in this situation. I know that you are Sergeant Alberts’ authority, thus I ask that these 

matters of injustice will be investigated and corrected. I ask that a true and real welfare check be granted to Catherine, 

and that she would be provided escort if she desires to leave her parents. I ask that the fragility of Catherine’s manner of 

conversation and speech would not be despised but rather condescended to, and that a diligent search would be done to 

find out if she is without liberty in her parents home or custody because of unlawful and forced confinement. Dear sir, I 

honor your office and I know that the civil Officers of city, state, and nation are ordained by God, thus I ask that proper 

disciplinary action would be done to correct the unlawful behavior of Sergeant Russel Alberts. Please, I eagerly, urgently, 

and fearfully await your response to this matter, seeing that I am afraid for the safety of Catherine. I want to say again, 

dear Sir, that I have chosen to communicate all of this via written format because I know that it is illegal to record a 

police officer, thus if I call you and express these things it cannot be proven and documented that I have expressed to 

you these things, and, thus, in the case that I need to go to a higher authority to seek justice I will not have any 

documentation to support my claim. I have resolved at this point that, if no justice will be granted via this department, 

that I will be contacting “the police of the police” (namely, The State Troopers or The FBI), and/or any other means 

which would be necessary, Lord willing. Please consider my humble plea for justice, for I am an American citizen who 

needs your help to bring justice to this matter in which you preside over as an authority. Thank you.  

The above account is written to the best of my memory. If there is any error in this witness, it would be existing in the 

places where I quote the exact wording of what was said. While I admit there may be minor inaccuracies, I affirm that it 

is of semantic nature and of no real significance. I believe what was said and meant is successfully communicated in this 

account, as it happened.  

Sincerely,  

Sean Morris and Preethi Morris  


